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At fine evening, Rangeela and Revanth stand, in front of the
lift. Suddenly a thief Mr. Anil comes at the lift and he start
acting, like a drunk man, But he came to theft the purses,
from the Rangeela and Revanth.
“Sir you had knife, you can kill me. I am the “love break up
lover”
Anil falls on Revanth and Revnath pushes him, Anil thefts
Revanth purse.
“Sorry! Sorry! I had fallen like this, in my girl friend’s love, but
she also pushed me like this. My friend, she had used me, as
credit card, Debit card, A.T.M and my heart had become a
swiping machine, with a nil balance. Lastly my life had
become, as out of service A.T.M”.
Again Anil falls on Rangeela and Rangeela pushes him, Anil
thefts Revanth purse.
“Sorry! Sorry! Sir, you had money please give me some money
so I can buy a poison to suicide myself and want some to buy a
quarter bottle whiskies, so I can mix poison in a whisky bottle.
Lifts arrives Rangeela and Revanth enters into lift. Anil
starts laughing.
“Bye! Boys have a nice day”
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Lift starts, Anil escapes from the location.
Revanth and Rangeela enter, into the Bar and they seated at
the table and Mr. Jacob, waiter had come to table.
“This is Jacob how can I serve you, sir”
“This is Rangeela a world famous lover, today you had any
offers in your bar, Mr. Jacob”
“In our bar, an ever green offer will be there, at every time.
You can’t find, anywhere, it is special offers to our bar
customers only, Mr. Rangeela”
“Tell me that about your excellent offer, Mr. Jacob”
“Freely we give glass of water, for every customer. It is the
best offer, offered it only, in this bar, Mr. Rangeela”
Rangeela, Revanth and Jacob laughs.
“In your bar, customer had another free offer also, but you
could not know that offer, Jacob”
“Tell me that free offer, I am hurry to hear that offer. Mr.
Rangeela”
“Tissue paper is the free offer in this bar, Mr. Jacob; you must
memorize this offer every second, Mr. Jacob”.
Rangeela, Revanth and Jacob laughs.
“If my memory is good, I will be a software engineer, but
memory is so weak, so I can memorize only simply things,
which I like to memorize. Rangeela, Sir give me the order”.
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Rangeela and Revanth start drinking. Jacob gets fried chicken
legs thighs in a plate and he serves the chicken thighs to both
“How are the chicken thighs, Sir?”
“Chicken thighs are looking like a balloon, in that balloon air is
not there, only chicken bill is there, Mr. Jacob”.
Rangeela and Revanth laughs.
“Seriously I am asking you Rangeela, How are the chicken
thighs?”
“Chicken thighs are looking, like angry chicken, so angry
chicken wants to eat the chicken, but angry chicken hates the
bar chicken. Now chicken wants to eat the bill. So I am giving
a

name,

call

these

chicken

thighs

as

“BILL

ANGRY

CHICKEN”, Mr. Jacob”.
Rangeela, Revanth and Jacob laughs.
Rangeela and Revanth eat the chicken and they drinks
Jacob gets the Tiger Prawns in a plate, he puts at the
Rangeela’s table and he serves the both. Jacobs starts walking
“Jacob Come! Here, why are going silently? Why you did not
asked me? How Tiger Prawns are looking?
“You had called me. You only tell. I am eager to hear your
words. How Tiger Prawns are looking?
“Tiger is missing, Prawns are crying. Now prawns are
looking like a shooter, to shoot the customer, who had not paid
the tip, to Mr. Jacob & Co”.
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Rangeela, Revanth and Jacob laughs.
After sometime Jacob bet the Bill in a folder.
“Mr. Jacob, you had exhibited the served food items, before the
customers, but why you will hide the Bill in a folder?
“Bills is a paper it not a food item, Mr. Rangeela?”
Rangeela saw the bill amount; he hides the bill in the folder.
Now, I ask you proudly, how the bill is looking? Mr. Rangeela”
“Food items are become light weight in the stomach, now bill
had become, so heavy in my heart. Paper bill is like a feather
weight, but bill makes the customers cry. Mr. Jacob”.
Rangeela, bill is like a heel. We want to bear, the bill till our
purse gets empty.
“Revanth, you had told truth “bill is like a heel”.
Rangeela hugs Revanth.
“Your hugging is looking like a ragging. Don’t waste the time,
pay the bill. Mr. Rangeela”.
“First, I want to pay the tip or the bill, Mr. Jacob”.
“First you pay the bill and then pay the tip. Mr. Rangeela”.
“Rangeela, bill is like a tyre and tip is like a tube, without tube
and tyre. We can’t drive the vehicle”.
“You told very nice Mr. Revanth. What about the air?”
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“Rangeela air is the customer. They pump the air, from the
customer purse and they blow the air, in the tube.”
Rangeela puts his hand, in the jeans pint pocket; he did not
found the purse on his pocket.
“Rangeela pay the bill, Jacob had waiting for his, tip and for
the bill”.
“Revanth pay the bill. Jacob we will call you, please wait!”
Jacob waits at the bill counter and Revanth puts his hand, in
the jeans pint pocket; he did not found the purse on his pocket.
“Rangeela my purse had missing. I am not found my purse in
my pocket”.
“Revanth, my purse also missing”
“Who had stolen our purse, Rangeela?”
Rangeela starts thinking and he memorize. He gets the
conclusion, Anil had stolen their purses.
“Revanth, that drunker had stolen our purse at the lift”
“How can we pay the bill, Rangeela?”
“Don’t worry I will come in few minutes”.
Rangeela comes from the lift and he starts fetching, Mr. Anil.
He went to fetch him, at the road side hotels, hawker’s zones,
bus stops, bridges and at the public bathrooms. He becomes
tied and he never founds Anil. Suddenly he saw a Queue line
before A.T.M, then he went to the place, but he never found
Mr. Anil. Suddenly Anil comes from the public bathroom.
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Anil saw the Rangeela; he starts running, Rangeela starts
running final he caught him.
“Hand over our purses”.
“Who are you? Why you had caught me, Mister?”
Rangeela starts slapping him, then Anil hand over the purses.
Revanth had hides, under the table and Rangeela pays the
bill. Rangeela rides the bike, at the bikes back seat, Revanth
sits and he hugs the Rangeela. And he sleeps. At the mid night,
heavy vehicles, head light focus falls on the Rangeela eyes.
Suddenly bike tyre gets punctured. Rangeela fetch a puncture
shop at the road he never finds the puncture shop he parks the
bike at the road side hotel. They start asking the lift. But
nobody give them the lift. Revanth and Rangeela saw a river
bridge. Rangeela and Revanth sleep on the river bridge at foot
path. Rangeela awakes from the sleep. Suddenly a Lathika
jumps from the bridge. Rangeela jumps in the river, he saves
her and he calls the Ambulance.

*****
Rangeela and Revanth sleep at the visitor seat, at the
hospital.

Doctor

comes

to

Rangeela,

He

starts

calling

Rangeela, to wake up him from the sleep, and both are
hanged. Suddenly Lathika parents come to doctor.
“How is she, Doctor?”

End of Preview.
Rest of the book can be read @
http://kinige.com/book/Love+Break+Up+Lovely+Love
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